ALASKA MARITIME NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE INCLUDES OFFSHORE PUBLIC LANDS ON ISLANDS, ISLETS, ROCKS, REEFS AND SPRIES.

LEGEND

- IC OR PAT. BDY. ———- FED. DETERMINED NAVIGABLE
- NS ———- STATE DETERMINED NAVIGABLE
- STATE ———- AIR STRIP EASEMENT
- STATE OWNED ———- EXISTING TRAIL EASEMENT
- PRIVATE LANDS ———- PROPOSED TRAIL EASEMENT
- NATIVE SELECTION
- STATE SELECTION
- AIR STRIP EASEMENT
- CAMPSITE / PARKING EASEMENTS
- ROAD EASEMENT
- RESERVED EASEMENTS

RESERVED EASEMENTS


EIN 3801 Omnibus road. Naknek to airfield and the floatplane base. 100 foot right-of-way.

EIN 20 A road from Peter Pan Warren Cannery to Kvichak Bay. A 60 foot road.